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basic idea:
we shouldn’t be worried about robot behavior

(including deceptive behavior)

we should be worried about robot goals



key claims

1. “deception” involves (i) lying with (ii) malicious intent
2. white lies are not malicious, serve a pro-social function, and are a 

requirement for social robots

3. satisfying Asimov’s laws may require deception
4. malicious intent is the real danger for autonomous artificial agents
5. preventing malicious intent is not (just) a legal problem, but a 

technical one



deception = lying + malicious intent

• (strict) lying = action designed to impart a false belief
• paradigmatically, uttering statement you know to be false

• malicious intent = goal that violates ethical precepts
• intent to inflict harm (physical, emotional, financial) 

• violates utilitarian maxim 
• intent to “use” another without regard to their wellbeing

• violates categorical imperative



lying & malicious intent come apart

• lying without malicious intent
• white lies:

• tell a friend you like their new haircut (when you don’t)
• social “bullshit”:

• casual discussion of a sporting event where you don’t express genuine beliefs
• “bullshit” — when speaker neither knows nor cares about truth value of utterance

• malicious intent without lies
• paltering — truths uttered with goal to misdirect and manipulate listener

• used car salesman who draws attention to excellent tires in order to distract from worn 
out engine



value of white lies

• social bonding requires white lies & bullshit

• role of strict falsehoods in casual speech
• hyperbole
• sarcasm
• metaphor

• need to feign ability to discuss topics when ignorant
• sporting events



value of white lies

• social bonding requires white lies & bullshit

• positive social value of compliments / pleasantries
• hallway greetings
• watercooler talk

• strategic value of withholding true thoughts in low-value disputes
• “choose your battles”
• managing expectations



a robot that cannot speak in metaphors,
compliment co-workers, or engage in “small 

talk” will not be socially integrated



Asimov’s Laws

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a 
human being to come to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except 
where such orders would conflict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection 
does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.

Asimov, Isaac (1942) “Runaround”



Kant’s Dilemma
• Your friend is hiding inside your house from a violent psychopath who 

intends to murder him.  The doorbell rings, and when you open the 
door, the psychopath is there and asks you if your friend is inside.  Do 
you lie to him?

• Kant: No, because lying is always wrong!

• Imagine now that the one who opens the door is a robot butler.  In 
order to uphold Asimov’s first law, the robot should lie to the 
psychopath, misdirecting him.  A robot unable to lie, would be 
obligated to reveal the friend’s location, violating the first law, and 
becoming accessory to his murder.
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lying can be good or bad

malicious intent (= norm violating goal) 
is always dangerous



Challenge of Implementing Ethics

• Getting robots to follow (ethical) norms is not (just) a legal problem, it 
is a technical problem.

• Norms do not reduce to finite rules — humans rely on empathy to 
evaluate ethical responses in novel scenarios

• those without the ability to empathize (like psychopaths) cannot generate correct 
responses to novel situations (Novelli, 2019)

• So, how can robots evaluate ethical responses, generally?
• applications today: drones, military robots, self-driving cars, etc.

Paul Bello, NRL



conclusion

• The problematic feature of “deception” is not the behavior (lying), but 
the motivation (malicious goals)
• In fact, following strict ethical codes (such as Asimov’s laws) requires 

“deceptive” behavior in some circumstances. 

• Social robots will need the capacity to deceive in this benign way.

• Building robots that behave ethically is not just a legal challenge, but 
a technical one.



Thank you!

White Lies on Silver Tongues:
Why robots need to deceive (and how)
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